How to Pull Request
In Bforartists just the Module owners have the right to commit to the master. Other team
members needs to develop in branches. And do a pull request when they want their changes to
go into the master
This little tutorial is how to do such a pull request. And all further required steps.
When you think that your commit is ready to go into the master, then you can do a Pull
Request. See Button New Pull Request. This puts your changes into the Pull Requests queue.
The repository owner. will see the pull request then, and can merge it into the master. Or
contact the author when he think this commit needs further changes.

Once the Pull request is accepted the changes will go into the master.

It can also happen that a pull request gets declined, and some further
changes are required. But let's say the pull request is accepted. And the
merge goes well. Then the branch is usually some commits behind the
master.

There are two solutions. The easy one is simply to create a new branch for new
changes. This one can make sense when you start a new development chapter.
The a bit more complicated solution is to merge the Master into the branch. A
repository owner can do this in Github by simply doing a pull request into the
other direction. But as a branch owner without access to the master branc
you have to do a bit more work. Which can be done at console level. Or with
Tortoisegit. Which is what i would prefer you to do. It's two clicks.
Be sure to be in the branch. Not in the master. Choose Merge in the
Tortoisegit menu.

Now change the "FROM" branch to Master. And click OK.

Now the files from the master will be packed into the branch.
This does the changes at your local repository. What is left now is to commit
the changes by a Push, so that the changes goes also into the Github
repository. And then you can go on with further changes.

What you should also do from time to time is to do a Fetch and a Pull to keep
your local repository up to date with the global repository at Github. This
avoids to get "Git did not exit clean" warnings. First fetch, then pull ...

What is not covered here is Merge conflicts, which is a different chapter
then ...

